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Axial spondyloarthritis comprising both non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis and ankylosing
spondylitis has a deleterious impact on the patient’s quality of life with a detrimental outcome of
structural damage. Although in the current era of diagnostic advancements, axSpA can be diagnosed
early within a short period after the onset of symptoms, but still there is a delay of up to several
years in many parts of the world. The concept of a window of opportunity is primarily derived from
rheumatoid arthritis, which is relevant in the context of axSpA based upon the early diagnosis and to
commence highly effective treatment with biologics like anti-TNF and anti-IL-17 to modify the
disease process for arresting structural damage or syndesmophytes formation. Still, challenges exist
for early diagnosis of SpA in patients with low back pain which ultimately creates a barrier to
effective treatment initiation. More robust researches along with the available evidence on both the
aspects of clinical and imaging factors are the way forward for the early identification of susceptible
individuals for early intervention with a better outcome.
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Introduction
Axial spondyloarthritis (axSpA) is a chronic
inflammatory autoimmune disease under the
umbrella of spondyloarthritis (SpA) which
predominantly affects the axial skeleton including
sacroiliac joints and spine. axSpA is also further
classified into radiographic (ankylosing spondylitis,
AS) which reveals positive SI joint X-Ray for
sacroiliitis as per the modified New York criteria; or
non-radiographic respectively as per MRI evaluation.
Apart from the inflammatory low back pain, AxSpA
can also manifest as peripheral involvement
(arthritis, enthesitis, or dactylitis) or extra-articular
features (uveitis, psoriasis, inflammatory bowel
disease); which often is also associated with a
higher prevalence of the human leukocyte antigen
HLA-B27. [1].

The estimated global prevalence of overall SpA is
around 1%, 0.32–0.7% for axSpA and 0.01–0.2%
for AS. [2]. The main characteristics of ankylosing
spondylitis are inflammatory back pain, radiographic
sacroiliitis, excess spinal bone formation, and a high
prevalence of HLA-B27. [3]. HLA‐B27 plays a pivotal
role in the pathogenesis of axial spondyloarthritis
(axSpA) via four possible hypotheses; arthritogenic-
peptide, homodimer, misfolding and intracellular
microbial survival hypothesis where all of these
mechanisms have a role in disease predisposition
but no single one can entirely explain the
relationship in disease predisposition. [1].

Therapeutic options for spondyloarthritis treatment
(both axial and peripheral) have been expanded in
recent years, by the use of targeted therapies.
Apart from the T-helper type 1 pathway dominant
cytokine TNF-a, the involvement of the interleukin-
23/ T-helper type 17 (IL-23/Th17 axis) has
determined the way for the development of drugs
targeting IL-17 cytokines which are key disease-
modifying targets. [4]. There are currently five anti-
TNF agents and two IL-17 inhibitors approved for
the treatment of axSpA.

In axial spondyloarthritis, ‘window of opportunity is
a relatively new concept which can be correlated
with a similar concept in rheumatoid arthritis
wherein early treatment with disease-modifying
anti-rheumatic drugs changes the outcome
favourably in the management of rheumatoid
arthritis, as it is observed that the response rates
are higher and damage is substantially reduced.

A plethora of available evidence suggests that early
biologic intervention in axSpA patients can
effectively suppress inflammation and has the
potential to improve functioning and quality of life
with an obvious advantage of preventing further
irreversible outcomes such as disability due to
structural damage of the axial skeleton.
Suggestively the concept of window of opportunity
was also coined and reframed in the context of axial
spondyloarthritis as well. [5].

Figure 1. ASAS classification criteria of axial-
SpA (Redrawn from [17])

Treatment Modalities: Based on new evidence
and an expert consensus, the American College of
Rheumatology (ACR), the Spondylitis Association of
America, and the Spondyloarthritis Research and
Treatment Network released updated
recommendations for the treatment of axial
spondyloarthritis (axSpA). [3].

The introduction of biological agents effectively
targeting TNF and IL-17A has been game-changers
in the management of axial spondyloarthritis
(axSpA). AxSpA management typically requires
both pharmacological and non-pharmacological
interventions. Currently, pharmacological options
involve licensed drug treatments for axSpA which
are NSAIDs and biologic DMARDs (bDMARDs)
targeting TNF or IL-17A. NSAIDs are 1st line drug
therapies for axSpA for efficacious symptomatic
management but there is uncertainty regarding
their safety in long-term use and relation to
radiographic progression. TNF inhibitors have
actively established themselves in the management
of active axSpA since long before the introduction of
IL-17A inhibitors. Also, indirect comparison studies
have shown IL-17 inhibitors to be equally efficacious
to TNF inhibitors in patients with axial SpA. [6] [7].
Non-pharmacological strategies involve mainly
physical rehabilitation, exercise therapies etc. [8].
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American College of Rheumatology recommends the
treatment with NSAIDs, although no preferred
choice of NSAIDs is advocated. Despite treatment
with NSAIDs, if the active axial disease persists then
TNFi and IL-17i are strongly recommended
treatments over no treatment with TNFI and IL-17i.
Moreover, it is also recommended that treatment
with sulfasalazine or methotrexate should be
considered only in patients with prominent
peripheral arthritis or when biologics are not
available or contraindicated. Among the class of
drugs, IL-17 inhibitors (secukinumab, ixekizumab)
and TNFis (certolizumab, etanercept, infliximab,
adalimumab, and golimumab) are also strongly
recommended, although no particular TNFi is
recommended as the preferred choice. [3].

Imaging: Imaging plays a very important and
central role in diagnosing, managing and performing
follow-ups in patients with axSpA. In recent years,
there have been huge technical developments in
imaging CT and MRI resulting in higher feasibility for
their usage in clinical practice for detecting
structural lesions. Currently, advanced techniques of
CT provide high-resolution images with a lesser
amount of radiation, whereas the availability of
novel multiple MRI sequences for high-resolution
images of axial joints has impacted the early
diagnosis of SpA. Although low-dose CT of SI joints
has superior diagnostic accuracy than X-Ray, EULAR
has recommended plain radiographs as the primary
imaging modality due to cost and wide availability.
[9]. MRI of SI joints has transformed the early
diagnostic evaluation of axSpA due to its unique
capability to detect accurately the inflammatory
lesions as well as the post-inflammatory structural
lesions, which enables diagnosis at a much earlier
stage than CT and X-Ray. [10]. Hence, the ASAS
2009 classification criteria consider MRI-evident
sacroiliitis in the imaging arm for including the
patients at an earlier stage of the disease. As per
the consensus definition of the ASAS/OMERACT MRI
working group, the presence of inflammation in
three or more anterior or posterior vertebral corners
on at least two consecutive sagittal slices
determines the specificity of axSpA, which is
profuse in younger patients as degenerative
changes are less frequently expected. [11].

Challenges in management

Challenges in diagnosis: A delay of 5-10 years
between the appearance of the

First (chronic) symptoms of the disease and
diagnosis is a big obstruction to early treatment of
axSpA. [12]. A major reason for this delay is a low
level of awareness about axSpA and AS in general
among non-rheumatologists. Patients with low back
pain are primarily evaluated first by general
practitioners, orthopaedics, neurologists,
physiotherapists etc., which often leads to a delayed
journey of probable axSpA to a specialist
rheumatologist due to a lack of awareness. [13].
Interestingly, differentiating between mechanical
versus inflammatory back pain is also a major
challenge among primary practitioners for early
diagnosis of probable axSpA patients. [14].

The considerable delay between the onset of signs &
symptoms and diagnosis of axSpA is due to the
indistinguishable nature of axSpA related pain from
other kinds of back pain, ill-defined criteria for
diagnosis, delay from the patient side and referrals
to the specialists. This delayed diagnosis of axSpA
eventually results in poor clinical outcomes, high
disease progression, deficiency in physical function,
increased structural damage, aggravated healthcare
costs, increased chances of depression and negative
psychological impact compared to those who had an
earlier diagnosis of axSpA. [12].

As per, the Assessment of Spondyloarthritis
International Society (ASAS) classification criteria
the axSpA can be defined as the presence of
sacroiliitis with one SpA feature (“imaging arm”), or
human leukocyte antigen (HLA)-B27 presence with
at least two SpA features (“clinical arm”). [15].
Clinical data has consistently shown that younger
age, HLAB27-negativity and female gender are
often associated with a longer delay in the
diagnosis. [16]. Moreover, the longer diagnostic
delay is also associated with the absence of other
SpA features of peripheral and extra-articular
manifestations. Longer diagnostic delays are also
evident at a younger age with chronic low back
pain, which might be related to the lack of
seriousness by both the younger patients and
physicians. [13].

The wide availability of MRI in hospitals and
awareness of the importance of its usage among
physicians and healthcare providers cannot prevent
the restrictions on its usage. Other reasons may
include the quality of healthcare systems in the
region and the cost of MRI and associated
procedures. [15].
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The diagnosis of patients encountered in a
rheumatology clinic with chronic back pain of short
symptom duration cannot be relied on an X-Ray of
the SI joint, since radiographic changes are often
absent at the early stage of the disease and thus
require an MRI to rule out the presence of
inflammation of the axial skeleton. Thus MRI lesions
have obvious utility in both diagnosis and ruling out
of the disease. Moreover, in this context, bone
marrow edema seen in the SI joints of axSpA
patients, can also be seen in other states like in
normal subjects especially joggers, hockey players,
or even in other mechanical/degenerative conditions
and postpartum women. [18]. Often interobserver
differences in the interpretation exist between the
readers for assessment of X-Ray and MRI scans
which might affect the confirmation of axSpA, and
thus in such instances often the clinical arm of ASAS
2009 criteria is relied upon by many clinicians. [19].
This disparity in X-ray reading was observed in
DESIR cohort data, in which disagreement between
local and central readers was seen in around 28% of
the patients, which ultimately resulted in a change
of classification of 7.9% of the patients. [20]. Thus,
education and training of radiologists in this regard
might also be a potential step in the direction of
reducing the delay in diagnosis seen in this disease.

Challenges in treatment; Introduction of effective
biologic agents targeting TNF and IL-17A have led to
multiple available treatment options, despite that
treatment, recommendations are lacking certainty
for deciding an optimised treatment strategy for a
patient. Guidelines recommend NSAIDs as 1st line
of treatment for axSpA but uncertainty remains
about their safety profile for prolonged duration and
effect in reducing radiographic progression. [21]
[8].

Long-term cardiovascular safety with NSAIDs is also
a point of concern for many medical practitioners
especially due to chronic usage of axSpA. [8].

Clinical data from randomised controlled trials and
real-world evidence also demonstrate that a
substantial proportion of axSpA patients can show
inadequate response to treatment (primary failure),
lose response over time (secondary failure), or
develop treatment-emergent adverse events. [22].
Immunogenicity of anti-drug antibodies against the
protein-based monoclonal antibodies is a well-
documented phenomenon which is the

Main contributor to treatment failure with biological
therapies, especially with anti-TNFs like Infliximab
and adalimumab. [23].

Moreover, incidences of reactivation of latent
tuberculosis with anti-TNFs are another drawback
posing a challenge to treatment adherence. [24]. In
this context, the long-term safety data of newer
biologics targeting IL-17 has demonstrated an
effective option for latent tuberculosis-positive or
high-risk individuals. [25].

Since the current treatment paradigm is to reduce
inflammation and disease activity, which should
ultimately lead to reduced radiographic changes,
long-term head-to-head studies among biologics are
warranted to determine the optimised targeted
pathways for inhibiting radiographic progression.
Likewise, the first-in-class study SURPASS is
ongoing to evaluate the superiority of an IL-17
inhibitor over a TNF inhibitor (adalimumab
biosimilar), in reducing spinal radiographic
progression in axSpA patients. [26]. It remains to
be determined whether an aggressive treat-to-
target approach with clinical remission or low
disease activity will enable more effective
retardation of radiographic progression in axSpA.
[8].

Nevertheless, the high cost of therapy with biologics
remains a challenge affecting treatment adherence,
particularly in a resource-limited healthcare setting.
However, published HEOR reports are available with
comparative cost-effectiveness of biologics in
axSpA; [27]. but often becomes a challenge to
easily extrapolate due to vast differences in
healthcare funding, reimbursement policies and
different cost of biologics between the countries.

Concept of the window of opportunity

Two main treatment targets in axial
spondyloarthritis (axSpA) could be defined:

1. Reduction of inflammation resulting in control of
signs and symptoms such as pain and stiffness

2. Prevention or retardation of structural damage
progression in the spine resulting in preservation of
functional status and improvement in the long-term
outcome. [28].

In contrast to the effective control of axSpA
symptoms, currently, the more challenging task is
to handle the disease modification (radiological
spinal progression in axSpA).
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In context to axSpA, a ‘window of opportunity’ is a
certain time period (from the first few months to
years of disease onset) in which resolution of
inflammation would not lead to activation of new
bone formation in the spine in the future. [28] [29].

It has been well validated that SI joint and spine
MRI lesions in the sequences of STIR/T1/T2 can
effectively serve as a surrogate marker for the
prediction of future structural damage. [30]. In the
context of the window of opportunity, early
diagnosis and early treatment with biologics can
significantly halt the radiographic progression.
Various studies have already revealed that the
presence of fatty infiltration or fat metaplasia at the
vertebral corners can predict the formation of
syndesmophytes or new bone formation, especially
at the same vertebral site of prior inflammation.
[31].

Moreover, the disease activity indices also positively
correlate with the inflammation detected in the SI
joints and spine on MRI, which further aids in
monitoring the disease prognosis. Consequently, the
selection of patients for intervention with biologics
early in the disease course can be derived from the
presence of MRI structural lesions.

Especially in young SpA patients with active
symptoms despite NSAID therapy these factors are
helpful to consider intensification of therapy leading
to biologic agents.

It is also noteworthy that several cohort studies
concluded that in patients of non-radiographic
axSpA, evident MRI inflammation of SI joints is a
reliable predictor of progression from non-
radiographic to radiographic stage or X-Ray evident
sacroiliitis as per New York criteria. [32]. Moreover,
data suggest that during a 5-year follow-up of
DESIR cohort, inflammation on MRI was the sole
predictor of radiographic progression i.e., shift from
nrAxSpA to AS in both the subsets of HLA-B27-
positive as well as HLA-B27-negative patients. [33].

It is a plausible strategy that early diagnosis of
nrAxSpA and early intervention with biologics may
well benefit to relieve symptoms and improve
functioning, but also benefit in forestalling
radiographic damage as much as possible. There is
good evidence of biologics reducing MRI-detected
inflammatory lesions and subsequently affecting the
transition states by inhibiting structural progression
[34-37].

Table 1: Predictors of radiographic progression
in axial spondyloarthritis. [30] [38]
Demograph

ics

Serum

Biomarkers

Disease activity

index

MRI features

Male gender CRP ASDAS Baseline

syndesmophytes

Smoking ESR BASDAI Bone marrow edema

Obesity HLA B27  Fat metaplasia

MMP-3   

VEGF   

Calprotectin   

Visfatin   

MIF   

CRP: C-reactive protein; ESR: erythrocyte
sedimentation rate; MMP-3: matrix-
metalloproteinase-3; VEGF: vascular endothelial
growth factor (VEGF); ASDAS: ankylosing
spondylitis disease activity score; BASDAI: bath
ankylosing spondylitis activity index; MRI: magnetic
resonance. 

Table 2: Biologics approved in axial
spondyloarthritis. [19]

 European Union United States

Biologics AS Nr-axSpA AS Nr-axSpA

  Anti-TNFs Adalimumab Approved Approved Approved --

Infliximab Approved -- Approved --

Etanercept Approved Approved Approved --

Golimumab Approved Approved Approved --

Certolizumab Approved Approved Approved Approved

  Anti-IL-17 Secukinumab Approved Approved Approved Approved

Ixekizumab Approved Approved Approved Approved

Biologics in the treatment of axial
spondyloarthritis

Axial spondyloarthritis can affect routine activities
like schooling, work, and the social life of a patient,
and therefore it should be borne in mind that the
goals of treatment, in the order of priority, are to
reduce signs & symptoms (disease severity),
prevention of structural damage and disability,
maintain a healthy quality of life and improve work
productivity and community participation. While
taking risks and benefits into account, NSAIDs (up
to maximum dose) should be used for symptomatic
treatment for patients with pain and stiffness. [21].
The TNFi have transformed the treatment path of
axSpA and more recently the discovery of IL-17
inhibitors has provided effective therapeutic
alternatives.
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Table 3: Studies appraising the effect of
bDMARDs on spinal radiographic progression
of axial SpA.

Ref Type
of

study

Numb
er of

partici
pants

Type
of

patien
ts

bDM
ARD

s

Follo
w up
durat
ion

Definition of
radiographic
progression

Radiographic
outcomes    

Haroo
n N, et

al.
2013
[48]

Prosp
ectiv

e

334 AS TNFi 2.9
years

more than 1
mSASSS

unit/year
were

considered
progressors.

< 50%
reduction in
the odds of

progression*
with TNFi (OR

0.52 [95%
0.3-0.88]

Baraliak
os X, et
al.
2014
[51]

Retros
pectiv
e

56 AS Inflix
imab

8
years

NA Radiographic
inhibition at
year 4 and 8
(no differences
in the first 4
years)

Molnar
C, et al.
2018
[52]

Prosp
ective

432 AS TNFi 10
years

progression was
defined as an
increase in ≥2 
mSASSS units
in 2 years

50% reduction
in the odds of
progression
with prior use
of TNFi (OR
0.50, 95% CI
0.28 to 0.88).
Radiographic
inhibition on
TNFi for ≥ 2
years (higher
in inactive
disease)

Braun
J, et al.
2014
[53]

RCT 233 AS Goli
mum
ab

4
years

Progression was
defined as an
mSASSS
increase of ≥2
points from
baseline to
week 208.

Less than one
third of
patients
progressed at
year 4.  

Jeong
H, et al.
2018
[54]

Cohor
t

151 AS TNFi 102.9
±
54.9
month
s

NA Radiographic
progression
was associated
with delay in
starting TNFi;
although mean
change of
mSASSS/year
was 1.01
units/year.

Van der
Heijde
D, et al.
2018
[35]

RCT 325 AS and
nr-
axSpA

Certo
lizum
ab

4
years

Progression was
defined as an
mSASSS
increase of ≥2
points) from
baseline to
week 96.

No progression
in 80.6% at
year 4.

Braun
J, et al.
2017
[55]  

RCT 168 AS Secu
kinu
mab

2
years

No progression
was defined as
mSASSS change
from baseline to
year 2 of ≤ 0.

No progression
in ~ 80% at
year 2.

Braun
J, et al.
2019
[36]

RCT
extens
ion

171 AS Secu
kinu
mab

4
years

No progression
was defined a
mSASSS change
from baseline to
year 4 of <2.

No progression
in 79% at year
4.

There are five licensed anti-TNF drugs (adalimumab,
certolizumab, etanercept, golimumab and
infliximab) for the indication of AS and four
(adalimumab, etanercept, certolizumab and
golimumab) for the indication of nr-axSpA (in the
US, only certolizumab was approved for the
indication of nr-axSpA). (see table 1) Recently,
among IL-17 blockers, secukinumab has been
approved by both the European Medicines Agency
(EMA) and the US Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) for the indication of AS and nr-axSpA.
Ixekizumab was also recently approved in the US
for nr-axSpA and by EMA for both AS and nr-axSpA.
[19].

Randomized controlled trials with anti-TNF like
adalimumab, etanercept and certolizumab in
patients with nr-axSpA have been reported with
significant improvement in the ASAS 40 responses.
[39] [37] [40] [41]. Elevated CRP and active MRI
inflammation have been found as good predictors
for response to TNF inhibitors in nr axSpA patients.
[42] Likewise, the IL-17 inhibitors have also
demonstrated significant efficacy in both biologic-
naïve and TNFi-experienced patients with r-axSpA.
[43] [44, 45]. In PREVENT study, treatment with
secukinumab in patients with active nr-axSpA
revealed a significant and sustained improvement in
the signs and symptoms along with the aspects of
pain, mobility, and health-related quality of life.
Moreover, SI joint bone marrow edema was also
reported to be significantly reduced with
secukinumab treatment compared to placebo. [45].
Similarly, ixekizumab was also reported to be
effective for early improvement of symptoms and
inflammation in patients with nr-axSpA. [46].

Extensive research has identified the key roles of IL-
17 and TNF in axSpA pathogenesis leading to new
bone formation in the vertebral corners. In areas of
inflammation, studies have shown that TNF majorly
triggers the inflammation-derived
osteoclastogenesis leading to bone erosion, whereas
IL-17 predominantly promotes both osteoblastic and
osteoclastic activity leading to new bone formation
via the Wnt/β-catenin signalling pathway [47]. In a
similar context, it has been reported that disease
progression is more likely to affect patients with
delay (>10 years) in starting biologics therapy as
compared to those started earlier. [48]. Also, new
bone formation is more likely in MRI-evident
advanced inflammatory lesions and proceeds
through a process of fatty infiltration,
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Supporting a window of opportunity for disease
modification. [29]. Early treatment with biologics
can resolve both the spinal inflammation and fatty
changes in the vertebral edges. [49]. Significant
advances in the research of axSpA elucidate that
beyond the efficacy of anti-TNF, anti-IL-17 offers an
alternative therapeutic target with a substantial
effect on the disease-modifying process with an
established safety profile. [50].

Advantages of early introduction of biologics:
An early diagnosis may prove to be a key for the
management of axSpA, as the delayed diagnosis
leads to a delay in the treatment of the disease at
the appropriate time and may result in permanent
damage, work impairment, poor quality of life and
high healthcare cost. [12]. Recently results of a
study known as SKIPPAIN, revealed that apart from
the effect on disease activity measures,
secukinumab treatment was also effective in
reducing spinal pain in patients with axSpA as early
as Week 8. [56]. Thus early management of spinal
pain and disease activity in patients with axSpA
through newer biologics like Secukinumab can also
ameliorate the impact of pain on both physical and
mental well-being. Duration of therapy and the
appropriate timing of biological initiation is
important for the optimal effect on the rate of
structural damage in the spine of axSpA patients.
On a similar note, clinical studies have shown that
the delay in starting biologics of more than 10 years
was associated with higher structural progression
compared to those who started earlier. [48].
Another longitudinal study in patients less than 10
years of disease duration has shown that early
suppression of inflammation with tight control of
CRP by TNFi, significantly decreases spinal
radiographic progression in early AS when compared
to NSAIDs treatment. [57]. Moreover, it is also
reported that patients treated with biologics early in
the disease course are twice as likely to achieve
clinical remission. [58]. Longitudinal studies with
axSpA patients have demonstrated that younger
age and shorter disease duration at the time of
biologic initiation were significant predictors of
ASDAS-CRP remission as an achievable goal. [59].
Treatment with newer biologics like secukinumab in
AS patients has also been shown to reduce MRI-
evident spinal inflammation as early as week 16 and
was maintained through 4 years of treatment. [36].
Moreover in nr-axSpA patients, secukinumab
treatment was also reported to reduce

SI joint edema on MRI at week 16 which also
sustained up to week 52. [45]. It has also been
reported that after 2 years of treatment with
secukinumab, there was a resolution of both spinal
vertebral corner inflammatory lesions and fatty
lesions respectively. [49].

Furthermore, several studies have concluded that in
axSpA patients with clinical remission or low disease
activity in the early disease course, a dose tapering
strategy of biologics by increasing the dosing
interval or decreasing the dosage can also be
achieved which also reduces the risk of infections
and financial burden. [60] [61] [62]. The possibility
of diagnosing axSpA early, together with the advent
of new therapeutic options for the treatment of nr-
axSpA and AS, have significantly improved the care
of affected individuals. [63].

Conclusion
The early diagnosis of axSpA, together with the
advent of new therapeutic options like biologics for
the treatment of nr-axSpA and AS, have
significantly improved the outcome in affected
individuals. The current need of the hour is to
diagnose the disease early and introduce biologics
early to delay structural progression. Since the
diagnostic delay is majorly due to delayed referral
to a rheumatologist, thus the concept of early
diagnosis and referral strategy should be
implemented in our primary healthcare set-up
through effective disease awareness programmes.
The training of radiologists for picking up subtle
signs in MRI images might also be a potential step
in this direction. In the current era of modern
medicine, hopefully, the ongoing extensive research
would lead to validated optimal biomarkers for
predicting the course of early disease and an early
intervention strategy. It is well validated that, early
effective treatment intervention with biologics can
alter the disease outcome by halting structural
progression. The introduction of IL-17A blockade
increasing the choice of cytokine target in axSpA
beyond TNF marks a step forward in the
management of AS and nr-axSpA
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Abbreviation: TNF (tumour necrosis factor), IL-17
(interleukin 17), SI joint (sacroiliac joint), MRI
(magnetic resonance imaging), CT (computed
tomography), mSASSS (modified Stokes Ankylosing
Spondylitis Spine Score), NSAIDs (non-steroidal
anti-inflammatory drugs), bDMARDs (biological
disease-modifying antirheumatic drugs).
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